FLORA

A COLORING BOOK GUIDE TO MEDICINAL PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, HERBS AND FUNGUS FOUND IN MIAMI'S TROPICAL CLIMATE

by Philip Lique

Philip Lique is an artist living and working in Miami-based whose art takes many different forms including drawing, print-making, sculptures, and installations. Explore this excerpt from his coloring book FLORA, full of different plants and fungus found in Miami’s tropical climate. Feel free to color the plants or fungus the way they would be found in nature, or select your own colors! Then illustrate your own original drawing of nature inside the empty picture frame.

When you’re done email us photos of your colored pages and original illustration to yaamuseum@gmail.com for us to share on social media. You can also share your artwork with Phil by tagging him on social media @Philip_Lique and with EXILE Books @exilebooks and the Center for Subtropical Affairs @centerforsubtropicalaffairs.

This version of the coloring book is an excerpt from FLORA and was published by EXILE Books in collaboration with The Center for Subtropical Affairs. To purchase the full version of the coloring book go to exilebooks.com.
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Illustrate your own original drawing of nature inside the picture frame!